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ABSTRACT. Let ,c(X) denote the number of primes < x and c(mod b), and for

(x) b l(X)" Negative values ofpositive integers x let (x c I) Wb,c
A4(x,3,1) less than 1012 occur in six widely spaced regions. The first three

regions, investigated by Leech [6 ], Shanks [ and Lehmer [6 ], contain only a

few thousand negative values of A4(x,3,1). However, the authors [I have recently

discovered 3 new regions, the sixth occurring before 20 billion and containing

more than half a billion negative values of A4(x,3,1). In this paper numerical

and graphical details of all six regions are given. Moreover, new results for the

modulus 8 are presented. Previously, no negative values have been found for

(x,c,l), c 3,5, or 7 and our search to 1012 reveals no such values for

(x,3,1) or (x,7,1). For (x,5,1) we have discovered the first two regions of

negative values. The first of these regions, beginning at x 588067889, contains
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422,500 negative values of A8(x,5,1); the second occurs in the vicinity of 35

billion and contains more than a billion negative values of A8(x,5,1).

KEY WORDS AND PHRASES. Prime Numbers, Quadratic Non-ridue, and Ax Crossing
Regions.

AMS (MOS) SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION (1970) CODES. Primary 1003, 1005, 1008.

1 INTRODUCTION.

Let b (x) denote the number of primes _< x in the arithmetic progressions
,c

bn + c, i -< c < b, (b,c) I. For moduli b having exactly one real nonprincipal

character (i.e., b 3,4,6,8,12, and 24) and for quadratic non-residues c, let

Ab(x,c,l) b,c(X) b,1(x) (i.i)

Due to the famous work of J. E. Littlewood [8] it is known that A4(x,3,1)
and A6(x,5,1 assume negative values infinitely often. Knowledge regarding sign

changes of Ab(X,c,l) has expanded considerably recently see, for example,

Knapowski and Turin [4], [5].

Somewhat surprisingly, in light of the century long interest in the phenomenon

initiated by remarks of Chebyshev [3], it was not until 1957 that John Leech dis-

covered that A4(x,3,1) assumes a negative value for the first time (called a first

axis crossing) at x 26,861. Leech [6] and Shanks [9] found 3404 negative values

of A4(x,3,1) less than 3.106
Based on the numerical work of Leech, of Shanks, and later work of Lehmer [7]

it was believed until recently that negative values of Ab(X,c,l) must occur

exceedingly rarely. However, the authors [I] recently discovered three new axis

crossing regions for b 4 including a thoroughly remarkable region occuring before

20 billion which contains more than half a billion integers x with A4(x,3,1) neg-

ative. Our opinion that this region represents a typical state of affairs is

reinforced by our discovery (see Table I) of 1,251,299,196 negative values of
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As(x,5,1) occurlng between 35,615,130,497 and 37,335,021,852whereas only 422,500

negative values occur before 35,615,130,497.

2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES.

Integers x for which (x,c,l) is negative, zero, or positive will be said to

lie respectively below, on, or above the axis.

Analogous to our definition in [I] we define the Z-th axis crossing region for

each Z >I and fixed progression bn + c to be the Z-th set of consecutive positive

integers x0(), xl(Z),...,xf() with the properties that (i),

(x0(1),c,l) (xf(),c,l) -I

and that (2) (x,c,l) > 0 for each integer x with x0(Z) > x > xf(-l) and

x0(Z) > 2xf(Z-l). We call x
0 x0(Z) a first regional axis crossing and

xf(Z) a last regional axis crossing.xf
One of the interesting features in the interior of axis crossing regions is

the existence of large negative blocks (consecutive integers with Ab(x,c,l) < 0).

In some cases a single negative block may include the majority of all integers

below the axis in an axis crossing region. A non-negatlve block is a set of con-

secutive integers x with %(x,c,l) > 0 lying inside an axis crossing region. Clearly

the number of negative blocks in a region exceeds the number of non-negative blocks

by exactly one.

123. AXIS CROSSING REGIONS FOR b 4 AND b 8 TO i0

Tables 1 and 2 include numerical details of all regions for the moduli 4 and 8

discovered over the range to 1012. The fluctuations of Ab(X,c,l) for x > 109 are

sufficiently restrained that prime counts at intervals of i0 million, and intra-

interval checking when Ab(X,c,l is small, render it extremely improbable that our

program overlooked any axis crossing regions beyond x 109. For x < 109, a check

was made at every prime.
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The word "value" in Table 1 refers always to values of A4(x,3,1) for regions

I to 6 and to As(X,5,1) for regions 7 and 8 in table 2. All classifications are

in reference to the region from the first -I value, x
0

(the first regional axis

crossing), through the last -I value, xf (the last regional axis crossing), except

the first and last zero values which are less than x
0

and greater than xf respect-

ively, and the classifications "total integers on the axis" and "total integers not

below the axis" which are in reference to integers between the first and last zero

values. It is curious that we have found no negative values of A8(x,3,1) and

As(X,7,1) given the relatively small first negative values of A4(x,3,1) and

8(x5I).
Figures l through 8 depict regions l through 8 respectlvely (see Tables l and

2). Figures 9 and i0 are detailed plots of regions 4 and 7, since these regions

are relatlvely tiny. Except for figures 9 and 10, all plots give values for I0% of

the integers in the vicinity of the particular region. The lower horizontal line

is the zero axis and the upper horizontal llne approximates (x1/2)/4. The equally

spaced vertical lines give specific values for x and Ab(X,c,l). When x > 108
(figures 4 I0) it is given in billions. With the exception of figures I and 2,

each plot consists of about 2,000 points.
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